Henryk tubowicz, Bohdan Wieprzkowicz APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE GENERALIZED LINEAR
HILBERT PROBLEM FOR A SYSTEM OF FUNCTIONS 1. Formulation of the problem Let C denote a Jordan-Lapunov closed curve lying in the complex variable plane E. The curve C is oriented according to the positive direction of rotation on the plane S and is the boundary of a finite simply connected region D + . It is assumed that the point z = 0 belongs to D + . The complement of the set of points D + u C with respect to the whole plane E is denoted by D~.
The problem consists in finding a system of functions w(z) = {w 1 (z), w 2 (z),...,w n (z)}, w k = u k + iv k , k=1,2,...,n, satisfying the following equations separately in domains D and whose boundary values w~(t) = •[ (t),... ,w n " (t)j satisfy almost everywhere on C the condition
It is denoted
A(z) = (A^Cz))^, B(zJ = (B^Cz))^, G(t) = (C-^it) ) QxQ .
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Assumptions.
1. The functions A^Cz), B^Cz), Ffc(z)f k = "1,2,...,n, are defined at every point z = x + iy of the plane E and are of class L p > 2. P > II. The functions j,k = 1,2,...,n, are defined and continuous at every point teC such that det G(t) ¡¿ 0.
III. The functions fk(t), k = 1,2,...,n defined for teC are of class Lp , p^ > ^r > P>2.
Solution of the problem
In order to find an approximate solution of the problem (1), (2), let us consider a rational matrix R(z) = (R-t-Cz)) _ j n * Q. such that
where t is a sufficiently small positive number. If e is such a number and det G(t) ¿ 0, then det R(t) 4 0 for t C. From the inequality (¿0 it follows that (4' ) max |Gjk(t) -Rj.k(t)|< £, t £ C.
According to a theorem of N.P. Vekua ([2], p. 202) for a non-singular matrix G(t) continuous on C and for every E^ > 0 there exists a rational matrix R(z) non-singular on C, whose elements have no poles on G, such that
where J is the unit matrix. The number is called the exactness of approximation. From (5) it follows that (6) ||G~1 -R" 1 || é C1 £ and || R _1 || é C2 , where C^ and are positive constants. We assume that w(z) = U(z) + w(z), (8), where taking into account Assumption I we can conclude that the functions exp ^v( z »' t ) 6 c o (i.e. are bounded and satisfy Holder's P condition with exponent and w, (z) is a particular p K solution of the k-th equation of the system (1) and w^(z) e Cp_2. Upon substituting (7) to (1) we obtain the P homogeneous equation Let us introduce the following notation
The condition. (14) can be written in the form
where
According to (6) we have
Wow let us consider a sequence of vectors defined by the recurrence formula 
The vector tp (z) given by (40) Sur un problème monlinéaire d'Hilbert dans la théorie des fonctions pseudo--analitiques, Zeszyty Nauk. Politechn. Warszaw. Matematyka 11 (1968) 145-157.
